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Summary: A graph problem on connected, weighted, undirected graphs, called the searchlight guarding problem, is considered. Assume that there is a fugitive who moves along the edges of the graph at a random speed. The task involves placing a set of searchlights at vertices to search the edges of the graph and to spot the fugitive. Suppose that placing a searchlight at some vertex incurs some building cost. The searchlight guarding problem is to allocate a set $S$ of searchlights at the vertices such that the total cost of the vertices in $S$ is minimized. If there is more than one set of searchlights, each with a minimum building cost, then identify the set with the minimum search time, that is, where the time slots needed to spot the fugitive is the minimum. As is well established, the problem is NP-hard on weighted bipartite graphs but is linear-time solvable on weighted trees. In this paper, the design of a linear-time optimal algorithm for the searchlight guarding problem on weighted interval graphs is presented. It entails two phases. In the first phase, a set of searchlights with minimum guarding cost is identified and the search directions of all edges are assigned. To achieve this task, a new problem, called the edge direction assignment problem, is first defined and the problem on weighted complete-split graphs is solved by the greedy strategy. Based on this computational result, the problem of finding the set of searchlights with minimum guarding cost and assigning the search directions of all edges is solved by the dynamic programming strategy. Then, in the second phase, the search time slots of each edge are determined on the basis of the results of the first phase and on some properties of interval graphs.
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